Maternity solutions

Designed for simplicity and safety
The maternity unit can be a stimulating, yet demanding environment. It must not only feel comfortable for mom, but also promote mother-to-infant closeness through simple and safe products. Our maternity portfolio helps caregivers focus on what matters most — providing exceptional care to mothers and their newborns.

**Nära® Bassinet**

**Narrow cabinet design**
A narrow cabinet design helps to promote mother-to-infant closeness from the bedside.

**Height adjustable**
Height adjustability provides ergonomic positioning for caregivers, and mother-to-infant closeness, regardless of bed height.

**Two-way drawers**
Offers easy access to storage, helping limit disturbance to the newborn. Soft-close slides secure drawers during transport with magnetic catch.

**Soft-edge basket with tilting feature**
The basket, secured to the base by three points of contact, helps provide mothers and caregivers peace of mind. A soft-edge basket with tilting feature provides access and visibility to infant for mom and caregiver.
**LD304**

Birthing Bed

**Intermediate siderail position**
Moves siderails back and allows mom better visibility and closeness to the bassinet and baby.

**Powered skoocher system**
Moves mom closer to the perineal edge, reducing strain on you while providing proper back support for mom.

**Removable lock-rite foot section**
The ergonomic design of the foot section promotes proper body mechanics to help protect you from back strain and injury.

**Length-adjustable footrests and calf supports**
Offer nearly infinite positioning for customized comfort and slide into place with an easy-squeeze handle.

**Spirit Select®**

Postpartum Bed

**Short head end siderail**
Allows the bassinet to be pulled up close to the bed, for better visibility and closeness between mom and baby.

**Automatic siderail release**
Gives mom the independence to exit the bed as she places baby in the bassinet.

**Patient-controlled height**
Mom can exit the bed safely at the right height as she places baby in the bassinet.

**10.75-inch low height**
Allows mom to get in and out of bed with greater ease and safety.
Gynnie®
OB/GYN Stretcher

4-inch UltraComfort™ Support Surface
Heat sealed seams help prevent fluid collection.

Pelvic exam conversion
Three easy steps to convert stretcher into a pelvic exam with self-locking stirrups.

Glideaway siderails
Swing up and out for mom’s comfort and provide a zero transfer gap when lowered.

Retractable fifth wheel
Retractable fifth wheel helps improve mobility during transport.

Cub®
Pediatric Crib

Activation points
All activation points are red and require two adult-size hands to use. This helps to ensure activations are deliberate and baby remains in the crib.

360-degree access
All siderails can be lowered to provide unobstructed access. You have convenient access all the way around.

Silent access doors
Swing-open without disturbing a sleeping child. All four doors have safety features to help ensure a child cannot open them from in the crib.

Retractable fifth wheel
Retractable fifth wheel helps improve mobility during transport.
Maternity furniture

Delivery cart
- Drop-leaf sides on both ends
- Mobile design with locking casters
- Laminate top for easy cleaning

Bedside stand
- Fold-away pocket doors
- TV tray slides out and swivels
- Optional closet for storage

Armoire
- Designed for CPU equipment
- Drawer for additional storage
- Mobile design with locking casters

Monitor cabinet
- Concealed casters
- Optional adjustable shelf
- Three-drawer or drawer/door configuration

Drop-leaf table
- Drop-leaf sides on both ends
- Solid hardwood base
- Floor protecting glides on legs

Wood stains and laminates
- A. Wild cherry
- B. Select cherry
- C. Hardrock maple
- D. Honey maple
- E. Fine oak
- F. Cayenne maple

Hardware options
- A. Polished brass
- B. Brushed stainless
- C. Polished chrome
- D. Round brushed stainless
- E. Oval brushed antique brass
Customer support services

Technical support
Our technical support team comprises professionals available to help with your products from Stryker. Contact via phone at 1 800 STRYKER or email at medicaltechnicalsupport@stryker.com.

Stryker’s ProCare Services
Every day, you count on your medical equipment to perform at its best. With ProCare Services, our people help to ensure your equipment is ready to perform when it’s needed and makes it easier to get the most from your investment. When an issue arises, we promise that we’ll solve it — performing repairs quickly and correctly.

ProCare isn’t just a service program. It’s a partnership you can count on to give you one less thing to worry about, and one more reason to feel confident you’re doing all you can for your clinicians, staff and patients.

All ProCare agreements provide:
• Stryker-authorized service representative
• Stryker-direct factory parts
• Two-hour callback response time
• Fixed service costs up front
• Increased uptime
• 24-72 hour equipment turnaround time*

*Based on the provisions of the Service Agreement and the location of the product.

Flex Financial Program
Our financial programs provide a range of smart alternatives designed to fit your organization’s needs. We offer flexibility beyond a cash purchase with payment structures that can be customized to meet budgetary needs and help to build long-term financial stability. Contact your account manager for more information.

Stryker Corporation or its divisions or other corporate affiliated entities own, use or have applied for the following trademarks or service marks: Cub, Flex Financial, Glideaway, Gynnie, Lock-Rite, ProCare, Nära, Spirit Select, UltraComfort, Stryker. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.